We propose a path following algorithm for the stationary point problem: given a polytope n ~ Rn and an affine function f: Rn -+ Rn find a point x E n such that x·f(x) ~ x·f(x) for any point x E n. The linear system to be handled in the algorithm has only n+l equations while the linear complementarity problem to which the problem is reduced has n+m equations, where m is the number of constraints defining n. The algorithm is a variable dimension fIXed point algorithm having as many rays as the vertices of n. It first leaves the starting point wEn toward a vertex of n chosen by solving the linear programming problem: minimizef(w)·x subjects to x En, and then moves on convex hulls of wand higher dimensional faces of n. Generally speaking, it terminates as soon as it hits the boundary of n or it fmds a zero of f.
Introduction n i
Let n = { X : X ER, a • x ;;; b. for i EM} be a nonempty compact ~ polyhedral set ( a polytope ) in Rn. E'or a given affine function f (x) ,= Dx + c from Rn into Rn we consider the problem of finding a point ~ E n such that
for any x E n, where X· f means inner product of x and f. The point x E n satisfying (1.1) is called a stationray point and t:he problem is called a stationary point problem. This problem arises from various fields such as quadratic programming, matrix game and economic equilibrium problem ( see, for example Garcia and Zangwill [5] ). It is known that the problem is cast into the linear complementarity problem, for which we have already several algorithms, e.g., Lemke [9] , Reiser [11] , Van der HE~yden [6] , Talman and Van der Heyden
[12]. Eaves [3, 4 ] adapted Lemke's algorithm for the stationary point problem and Pang [10] adapted the parametric principal pivoting algorithm. In van 181 der Laan and Talman [8J a variable dimension algorithm was adapted for the linear complementarity problem with upper and lower bounds, which can be considered to be a stationray point problem with n = { X : X E Rn, a ~ x ~ b }. Eaves' algorithm indeed deals .with a general convex polyhedral set n but it must handle a system of n+m linear equations, where m = IMI.
On the other hand, the linear system in van der Laan and Talman's algorithm has only n equations. But it makes use of the trivial face structure of n. Recently Talman and Yamamoto [13] developed an algorithm for stationary point problems with a nonlinear function f. Assuming that n is a simple polytope and its face structure is known in advance, they made a triangulation of n and proposed a simplicial algorithm based on the piecewise linear approximation of f.
In this paper we propose an algorithm for stationary point problems which does not assume the knowledge of the face structure of n and handles a system of n+1 linear equations. When the starting point w is in the relative interior of n, the algorithm can be viewed as a variable dimension algorithm with as many rays as vertices of n. At the start it solves the linear programming problem minimize f(w)'x subject to x En to obtain an optimum vertex v and leaves point w toward v with hope that the function value does not change quickly and so vertex v remains an optimum solution of minimize f(v)'x subject to x En.
If it is the case, vertex v is a stationary pOint. If not/ the algorithm changes the direction according to the function value at some point between wand v.
It terminates as soon as either it hits the boundary of n or finds a zero of f, a trivial stationray point, in n.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review subdivided manifolds, a basic theorem for fixed point algorithms and the primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds. Based on these preliminaries we prove in Section 3 that there is a finite path of solutions of a certain system of equations connectiong the starting point and a stationary point.
In Section 4 we describe the algorithm and show that it traces the path and then terminates after a finite number of iterations with a stationray point.
Some remarks are found in Section 5.
Basic Theorem for Fixed Point Algorithms and Primal-Dual Pair of Subdivided Manifolds 183
We give a brief review of a basic: theorem for fixed point algorithms and the primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds introduced by Kojima and Yamamoto [7J as a unifying framework for Cl class of fixed point algorithms.
We call a convex polyhedral set Cl cell or an ~-cell to clarify it dimension. When a cell B is a face of a cell C, we write B < C. Especially when B is a facet of C, we writE! B <l C.
Let M be a finite or countable collection of ~-cells. We write ~ { B : B < C for some C EM} and I M I = U { C : C EM}. We call M a subdivided R--manifold if and only if (2.1)
as a facet, (2.3) M is locally finite each point x E IMI has a neighborhood which intersects only a finite number of cells of M.
We write aM = { B : BEll, B <l C for exactly one ~-cell C of M} and call it the boundary of M.
A continuous function h IMI + Rk is said to be a piecewise linear 
For each X E P xd E ~ U {~} and for each Y E ~ yd E P U {~}.
If Z E P U ~ and zd i ~, then (Zd)d = Z and dim Z + dim zd
We call the operator d the dual operator and zd the dual of Z.
For a PDM (P,V;d) with degree t let
Then we have the following theorem.
See Kojima and Yamamoto [7] for the proof. 
is the orthogonal complement of the tangential space of n. Then the stationary point problem is a problem of finding a point x E n and a face F E F such that (3.1) x E F * and -f(x) E F .
We show three different stationary points in Fig. 1 , where dimensional face consisting of point 3 x is also a stationary point because 
Stationary Point Problems
3 -f(x )=0
Stationary point.s, faces and dual cones
The key point for developing a path following algorithm for the stationary point problem is to construct a subdivided manifold L such that aL has a trivial starting point and F x F* for all faces F of n. 185 Let wEn be an initial guess of a stationary point. We do not require point w to lie in the relative interior of n. For each F E F with w ~ F let wF be the join of point wand face F, i.e., wF = { X : X = aw + ( i-a) z for some z E F and 0 ~ a ~ 1 }.
Note that dim wF = dim F + 1. Let (3.2) p = { wF: w ~ F E F, dim F = dim n -1 }.
Examples of P are shown in Fig. 2 for some different starting points. Then P is a subdivided manifold of the same dimension as nand I pi = n.
Let V be the collection of dual cones of all vertices of n ( see Fig.3 ), i.e. ,
Then V is a subdivided n-manifold and Dual subdivided manifold V Now let the dual operator d be
We readily see that L is a subdivided (n+l) -manifold.
and we obtain the defined by (3.2) ,
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Stationary Point Problems By noting that U{ wE : w !C E <l F } = F we obtain (3.9) from (3.8).
II
Now let a pi function h : ILl + Rn be defined by h(x,y) = y + f(x) for (x,y) E ILl and consider the system of equations (3.10) h (x,y) = 0, (x,y) E ILl.
Note that the system has n equations and 2n variables, which are, however, restricted to (n+1) -dimensional subdivided manifold L. By applying Theorem 3.2 shows that we will find a stationary point x by tracing the finite path S from the trivial starting point (xO,yo) (w,-f(w)).
In the next section we show that given an end-point of a line segment of S the optimum solution of a linear programming problem gives the other endpoint, which serves as an initial end-point of the next line segment.
The Algorithm
Now suppose that h-
be the set of all vertices of face F. Then wF is the convex hull of w and U(F). Therefore h- 'writeln('A stationary point is found.' ,x) end end.
We give several lemmas to show that the algorithm traces tha path 191 For the time being we assume that the system (4.1) is nondegenerate. Not:e that the nondegeneracy assumption implies the regular value assumption of o E Rn for h : ILl + Rn but the converse is not true. If there is an i E I such that a i i.s a nonnegative combination of some other aj,s with j E I, the system (4.1) may be degenerate although 0 E Rn is a regular value of h. This is due to the fact that the regular value assumption is based on the face structure of F(I)* and does not care whether a higher * i dimensional face of F(I) has a vector a in its interior.
Through the following lemmas we assume that This is a contradiction and we have (4.6).
To see ( 
+ k i
To show (4.10) suppose the contrary, Le., a L iEJ C'lia for some C'li (ii) The column vector a k independent of ai,s ( i E I+) is easily found in Step 7 if we keep the inverse of the basic matrix of (4.1). We could use system (5.1) to trace path S, which would release us from column generation. Note however that (5.1) has m-1 more equations than Copyright © by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
